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(57) ABSTRACT 
A demultiplexing/GOP head detecting section detects a PCR 
value, while a recording/reproduction control Section 
records a Video or audio packet in a bit stream file and 
records information on the number of packets every PCR 
value and GOP. In reproduction, a reproduction position 
corresponding to a shift time is judged on the basis of 
information on the number of packets at every PCR value 
and GOP. This improves the shifting and returning speeds to 
time shift reproduction. 
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RECORDING/REPRODUCING APPARATUS, 
VIDEO DATA RECORDING APPARATUS, 

RECORDING METHOD, AND REPRODUCING 
METHOD 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 The present invention relates to a recording/repro 
ducing apparatus, a Video data recording apparatus, a record 
ing method and a reproducing method, capable of receiving 
digital broadcast for its recording/reproduction. 
0003 2. Description of the Related Art 
0004. In recent years, digital broadcast, conducting trans 
mission and reception in a digital mode, has taken place, and 
tape devices such as D-VHS (Digital Tape Recorder) has 
been developed as apparatus for recording a digital broad 
cast Signal in the form of a bit Stream. 
0005 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a technique 
related to Such a recording/reproducing apparatus. 
0006 A digital broadcast signal is inputted to an input 
terminal 1. The digital broadcasting employs the MPEG2 
system. This MPEG2 is designed to send transmission data 
in units of packets in order to facilitate time division 
multiplexing of pluralities of images, voices, data and oth 
ers. One packet is composed of the same type of data, and 
an identification signal representative of the type of data is 
added to each packet. According to the MPEG standard, a 
Signal is made to be transmitted through the use of a 
transport stream (TS) in which a 188-byte length transport 
packet (TS packet) is taken as a unit of transmission. 
0007 Furthermore, each stream, such as video (image) 
data and audio (voice) data, is sent by an elementary stream 
(ES). A header is added to the ES to constitute a PES 
(Packetized Elementary Stream) packet. Since the PES 
packet is relatively large in Volume, its transmission is made 
with a payload of a plurality of transport packets. Inciden 
tally, a detailed description of the PES appears in ISO/ 
IEC1381.8-3. 

0008. This transport stream comes in the input terminal 1. 
In recording, the transport Stream inputted to the input 
terminal 1 is Supplied to a tape recording device 6 to be 
recorded on a bit Stream recording tape 7. 
0009. The transport stream inputted to the input terminal 
1 is also given to a Selecting circuit 2. This Selecting circuit 
2 Selects the transport Stream from the input terminal 1 or the 
transport Stream reproduced from the tape recording device 
6 and outputs the Selected transport Stream to a TS depacket 
processing Section 3. 
0010) A demultiplex processing section 4 of the TS 
depacket processing Section 3 demultiplexes the inputted 
transport Stream to Separately Supply different types of 
packets on the same program to a PES producing Section 5. 
The PES producing section 5 provides a video PES packet 
and an audio PES packet by the payload of a plurality of TS 
packets. These video and audio PES data are forwarded to a 
video decoder 8 and an audio decoder 9, respectively. 

0011. The video decoder 8 decodes video PES data to 
produce a Video signal, while the Voice decoder 9 decodes 
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audio PES data to create an audio Signal. These video and 
audio signals are outputted through terminals 10 and 11, 
respectively. 

0012. In this way, in the example of FIG. 1, the inputted 
transport Stream is recorded directly. Thus, the record 
medium requires a relatively large recording capacity; con 
Sequently, a tape medium is generally used as the record 
medium. However, the use of the tape medium needs a long 
time for tape Supply in the case of jumping reproducing 
positions and, for example, a problem occurs in that diffi 
culty is experienced in conducting time shift reproduction. 

0013 AS described above, in the related technique to a 
recording/reproducing apparatus, when a large-capacity tape 
medium is employed as a record medium in consideration of 
a recording capacity, there is a problem in needing a long 
time for the tape Supply in the time shift reproduction or the 
like. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0014. Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to provide a recording/reproducing apparatus, a Video data 
recording apparatus, a recording method and a reproducing 
method, capable of acceSS Suitable for a disk medium. 

0015. Another object of this invention is to provide a 
recording/reproducing apparatus, a Video data recording 
apparatus, a recording method and a reproducing method, 
capable of Setting an accurate shift time in time shift 
reproduction through the use of a disk medium. 

0016 A further object of this invention is to provide a 
recording/reproducing apparatus, a Video data recording 
apparatus, a recording method and a reproducing method, 
capable of improving the access in the time shift reproduc 
tion and the return Speed for the ordinary reproduction. 

0017. A still further object of this invention is to a 
recording/reproducing apparatus, a Video data recording 
apparatus, a recording method and a reproducing method, 
capable of gaining access to specific video data with high 
efficiency at N-times Speed reproduction of a disk retaining 
compressed and encoded Video data. 

0018. In accordance with this invention, there is provided 
a recording and reproducing apparatus comprising repro 
duction unit detecting means for receiving a compressed and 
encoded signal to detect a head of a reproduction unit of this 
Signal, recording and reproducing means for recording the 
compressed and encoded Signal on a predetermined record 
medium and further for reproducing the recorded signal, 
management information recording means for recording 
time information corresponding to the reproduction unit 
head and information on a signal quantity of the reproduc 
tion unit, and reproduction control means for making a 
decision on a reproduction position of the predetermined 
record medium in reproduction on the basis of the time 
information and the Signal quantity information recorded by 
the management information recording means. 

0019 Furthermore, according to this invention, there is 
provided a Video data recording apparatus which records 
Video data on a disk in a State where the Video data is divided 
in access units of the disk, comprising recording means for 
conducting the recording in a State where an indeX for access 
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to an access unit where specific video data is recorded is 
added to each of the access units. 

0020 Still furthermore, according to this invention, there 
is provided a Video data recording method of recording 
Video data on a disk in a State where the Video data is divided 
into access units of the disk, comprising a step of conducting 
the recording in a State where an indeX for access to an 
access unit, where Specific video data is recorded, is given 
to each of the access units. 

0021 Moreover, according to this invention, there is 
provided a Video data reproducing method which reproduces 
video data at an N-times speed from a disk on which the 
Video data is recorded in a State of being divided into acceSS 
units and an indeX for access to the access unit where a 
Specific video data exists is recorded in each of the acceSS 
units, comprising the Steps of reading out the indeX from the 
disk every predetermined number of acceSS units Set on the 
basis of a multiplier by which the reproduction Speed 
increases accordingly, whenever the indeX is read out, 
detecting a recorded position of the acceSS unit where the 
Specific Video data exists in accordance with the read index, 
and reading out recorded data from the acceSS unit at the 
detected position. 
0022. The other features and advantages of the present 
invention will become more readily apparent from the 
following description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0023 FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a technique 
related to a recording/reproducing apparatus, 

0024 FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing an embodiment 
of a recording/reproducing apparatus according to the 
present invention; 
0.025 FIG. 3 is a flow chart for explaining an operation 
of the embodiment shown in FIG. 2; 

0.026 FIG. 4 is a flow chart for explaining an operation 
of the embodiment shown in FIG. 2; 

0.027 FIG. 5 is a flow chart for explaining an operation 
of the embodiment shown in FIG. 2; 

0028 FIG. 6 is a flow chart for explaining an operation 
of the embodiment shown in FIG. 2; 

0029 FIG. 7 is an explanatory illustration for describing 
an operation of the embodiment shown in FIG. 2; 
0030 FIG. 8 is an explanatory illustration for describing 
an operation of the embodiment shown in FIG. 2; 
0.031 FIG. 9 is a flow chart for explaining an operation 
of the embodiment shown in FIG. 2; 

0.032 FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing another 
embodiment of this invention; 

0.033 FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing still another 
embodiment of this invention; 

0034 FIG. 12 is a flow chart for explaining an operation 
of the embodiment shown in FIG. 11; 

0.035 FIG. 13 is a flow chart for explaining an operation 
of the embodiment shown in FIG. 11; 
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0036 FIG. 14 is a flow chart for explaining an operation 
of the embodiment shown in FIG. 11; 
0037 FIG. 15 is a flow chart for explaining an operation 
of the embodiment shown in FIG. 11; 
0038 FIG. 16 is a block diagram showing a further 
embodiment of this invention; 
0039 FIG. 17 is a block diagram showing a further 
embodiment of this invention; 
0040 FIG. 18 is a flow chart for explaining an operation 
of the embodiment shown in FIG. 17; 
0041 FIG. 19 is a flow chart for explaining an operation 
of the embodiment shown in FIG. 17; 
0042 FIG. 20 is a flow chart for explaining an operation 
of the embodiment shown in FIG. 17; 
0043 FIG. 21 is a block diagram showing a still further 
embodiment of this invention; 
0044 FIG. 22 is a block diagram showing a still further 
embodiment of this invention; 
004.5 FIG. 23 is a flow chart for explaining an operation 
of the embodiment shown in FIG. 22, 
0046 FIG. 24 is a block diagram showing a still further 
embodiment of this invention; 
0047 FIGS. 25 and 26 are flow charts for explaining an 
operation of the embodiment shown in FIG. 24; 
0048 FIG. 27 a flow chart for describing a still further 
embodiment of this invention; 

0049 FIGS. 28A to 28D are illustrations for describing 
a still further embodiment of this invention; 

0050 FIGS. 29A to 29C are illustrations for describing 
a still further embodiment of this invention; and 

0051 FIGS. 30A to 30D are illustrations for describing 
a still further embodiment of this invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0052 A detailed description will be made hereinbelow of 
embodiments of the present invention with reference to the 
drawings. FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing an embodi 
ment of a recording/reproducing apparatus according to this 
invention. 

0053 A transport stream is inputted to an input terminal 
1. The transport Stream corresponds to a multi-program, and 
at decoding a desired program packet is Selectable from a 
plurality of programs to be transmitted in time division. For 
this Selection, the transport packet is transmitted in a State 
where a link lever heater is added before a payload trans 
mitting information. In this case, 4 bytes of 188 bytes of the 
transport packet forms the link level header. 
0054) In the link level header, a synchronous byte (syn 
c byte) lies at its head, then followed Successively by a 
transport packed error indicator) indicative of the occurrence 
or no occurrence of a bit error, an unit start indicator (PES 
packet start indicator) indicative of the start of a PES packet, 
a transport packet priority (transport priority) representative 
of the degree of Significance of a packet, a PID (Packet 
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IDentification) forming information on packet identification, 
a Scrambling control (transport Scrambling control) repre 
Sentative of the occurrence or no occurrence of Scrambling, 
an adaptation field control) representative of the presence or 
absence of a payload and a continuity counter representative 
of the continuity of the same PID. 
0.055 The transport stream from the input terminal 1 is 
inputted to a demultiplexing/GOP head detecting Section 22 
of a TS depacket processing Section 21. The demultiplexing/ 
GOP head detecting section 22 demultiplexes the transport 
Stream, and extracts and outputs only a packet correspond 
ing to the PID, the user designates, at every classification. 
The output of the demultiplexing/GOP head detecting sec 
tion 22 forms a partial transport Stream, and is Supplied to a 
recording device 26 and further given through a Selecting 
circuit 2 to a PES producing section 5. 
0056. The PES producing section 5 receives video and 
audio packets corresponding to the PID the user designates, 
and produces video and audio PES data on the basis of 
payload data of the transport packet to give the video PES 
data to a video decoder 8 while giving the audio PES data 
to an audio decoder 9. 

0057 The video decoder 8 and the audio decoder 9 
receive an output of a STC counter 25, which will be 
described herein later, to decode the inputted video or audio 
PES data, thereby outputting a video signal and an audio 
Signal, respectively. The Video Signal is led to a monitor 
display control Section 24. The monitor display control 
Section 24 undergoes the control by a recording/reproduc 
tion control section 29, which will be described herein later, 
and conducts conversion processing of the Video signal for 
display and outputs the conversion processing result to a 
monitor (not shown). Further, the audio output signal from 
the audio decoder 9 is forwarded to devices Such as a 
Speaker (not shown). 
0.058. The recording/reproducing control section 29 
receives operational Signals issued by the user's operation. 
The recording/reproduction control Section 29 is made to Set 
various modes including a recording mode, an ordinarily 
reproducing mode and a time shift reproducing mode on the 
basis of the operational Signals. The recording/reproduction 
control section 29 controls the demultiplexing/GOP head 
detecting Section 22 in the recording mode to implement the 
recording mode processing, while controlling a recording 
device data demultiplexing Section 23 in the reproducing 
mode for conducting the reproducing mode processing. 
0059. The demultiplexing/GOP head detecting section 
22, in the recording mode, extracts a packet of the PID 
designated in recording by the user's operation to output a 
bit stream to the recording device 26. In this embodiment, 
the demultiplexing/GOP head detecting section 22 is made 
to output, to the recording device 26, a PCR (Program Clock 
Reference) value at a GOP (Group Of Picture) head timing. 
0060 A PCR packet is inserted into a stream at a given 
interval to act as a time reference in the Stream. According 
to the MPEG2 standard, in-frame encoded data (I picture) is 
put in each GOP comprising data on a plurality of prede 
termined screens. As compared with this GOP period, the 
PCR period is Sufficiently shorter and, if ignoring an error, 
it can be considered that a predetermined PCR insertion 
timing and a GOP head timing substantially coincide with 
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each other. Accordingly, this permits a PCR value in the 
vicinity of the GOP head timing to be used as time infor 
mation representative of the GOP head timing. 
0061. When detecting that a packet at the GOP head, of 
packets to be recorded, is demultiplexed by the demultiplex 
ing/GOP head detecting Section 22, the recording/reproduc 
tion control Section 29 resets a counter variable, indicative 
of the number of transfer packets at every GOP, to 0 and 
increments the following variable at every packet demulti 
plexing, and further counts the number of packets before or 
up to the next GOP head. The recording/reproduction con 
trol section 29 outputs information on the number of packets 
in GOP to the recording device 26. 
0062) The recording device 26 stores, as a bit stream file 
28, a file comprising a partial transport Stream demulti 
plexed by the demultiplexing/GOP head detecting section 
22. AS the bit stream file 28, Stored is only a desired program 
of the PID the user designates. 
0063. In addition, the recording device 26 stores, as a 
table file 27, a file including time information on a GOP head 
timing and information on the number of GOP packets. As 
the time information indicative of the GOP head timing, for 
example, the PCR value at the GOP head timing is used. 
Besides, as the time information, it is also appropriate to use, 
for example, the time information the recording/reproduc 
tion control section 29 has, that is, the information obtain 
able by the OS (Operating System), a timer in the interior of 
the equipment or the like. Further, it is also acceptable to use 
a PTS or DTS value which is a time stamp value added to 
a video or audio bit stream. Still further, it is also possible 
to store information on the number of bytes (bits) of the GOP 
instead of the information on the number of GOP packets. 
0064. The recording device data demultiplexing section 
23, under the control by the recording/reproduction control 
Section 29, reads out a bit Stream recorded in the recording 
device 26 and then demultiplexes it to output a packet based 
upon the user's operation to the Selecting circuit 2 at every 
classification. The Selecting circuit 2, under the control by 
the recording/reproduction control Section 29, Selects one of 
the output of the demultiplexing/GOP head detecting section 
22 and the output of the recording device data demultiplex 
ing section 23 to output the selection result to the PES 
producing Section 5. 
0065. The STC counter 25 receives the supply of PCRs 
extracted by the demultiplexing/GOP head detecting section 
22 and the recording device data demultiplexing Section 23. 
The STC counter 25 develops the time in a manner that 
reference is made to the PCR, and outputs a STC, forming 
its count value, to the video and audio decoders 8 and 9. The 
video and audio decoders 8, 9 compare the STC with the 
DTS and the PTS in a stream for the time control in 
decoding. 
0066 Secondly, an operation of the embodiment thus 
arranged will be described hereinbelow with reference to the 
flow chars of FIGS. 3 to 6, the explanatory illustrations of 
FIGS. 7 and 8 and the flow chart of FIG. 9. FIG. 3 shows 
an operation in recording, FIGS. 4 and 5 shows an operation 
in reproduction, FIG. 6 illustrates an operation in time shift 
reproduction, and FIG. 9 illustrates an operation in special 
reproduction. 
0067. A transport stream inputted to the input terminal 1 
is Supplied to the demultiplexing/GOP head detecting Sec 
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tion 22 of the TS processing section 21. The demultiplexing/ 
GOP head detecting section 22 demultiplexes the inputted 
transport Stream and extracts and outputs a packet corre 
sponding to the PID the user designates at every classifica 
tion. In the case of displaying a program based upon the 
inputted transport Stream, the recording/reproduction con 
trol Section 29 makes the Selecting circuit 2 Select the output 
of the demultiplexing/GOP head detecting section 22. In this 
case, desired video and audio packet data are given to the 
PES producing section 5. 
0068 The PES producing section 5 produces video and 
audio PES data from payload data of a plurality of transport 
packets. The video PES data is supplied to the video decoder 
8 while the audio PES data is fed to the audio decoder 9. 

0069. On the other hand, the STC counter 25 receives 
PCRs separately extracted by the demultiplexing/GOP head 
detecting Section 22. If the inputted packet conforms to the 
PID of the PCR, its value is loaded in the STC counter 25 
to set the counter value. The STC counter 25 counts up by 
a predetermined clock, and outputs that value to the Video 
decoder 8 and the audio decoder 9. 

0070 Besides, whenever the PCR packet is demulti 
plexed and the PCR value is obtained, the demultiplexing/ 
GOP head detecting section 22 holds its latest value in an 
internal variable. 

0071. The video decoder 8 and the audio decoder 9 
control the decoding time on the DTS, the PTS in the 
inputted stream, and the STC to decide the inputted video 
and audio PES data. An audio signal from the audio decoder 
9 is give to a speaker (not shown), while a video signal from 
the Video decoder 8 is Supplied through the monitor display 
control Section 24 to a monitor (not shown). In this way, a 
picture of a program, the user desires, of the transport Stream 
inputted through the input terminal 1 becomes visible. 
0.072 Furthermore, referring to FIG. 3, a description will 
be made hereinbelow of an operation in recording. 
0.073 Let it be assumed that the recording/reproduction 
control Section 29 Sets a recording mode in response to an 
operational signal by the user. In FIG. 3, at a step S1, the 
demultiplexing/GOP head detecting section 22 first decides 
whether or not the inputted packet Signal coincides with a 
desired picture PID to be recorded. Among the packets to be 
recorded, there are a PCR packet, various control packets 
and others in addition to the Video and audio packets the user 
desires. If the PID of the inputted packet coincides with the 
PID of the packet to be recorded, the next step S2 follows 
to decide whether or not it forms the head of the GOP 

0074 Methods of detecting the GOP head include a way 
of detecting a random access indicator (random access 
indicator) in an adaptation field (see ISO/IEC13818-1) of a 

transport Stream and an approach of actually detecting a 
GOP start code. 

0075). If not forming the GOP head, a step S10 follows to 
See if the recording already begins. If not beginning, the 
operational flow returns to the step S1. 
0076). If the decision of the step S2 shows the GOP head, 
at a step S3 the recording/reproduction control section 29 
resets a variable, indicative of the number of packets in each 
GOP, to 0. The demultiplexing/GOP head detecting section 
22 gives the extracted TS packet to the recording device 26. 
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The recording device 26 records the inputted TS packet as 
the bit stream file 28. Additionally, the demultiplexing/GOP 
head detecting Section 22 or the recording/reproduction 
control section 29 records time information on the GOP 
head, for example the PCR value, as the table file 27 of the 
recording device 26. 
0077. If the decision of the step S2 shows that the 
inputted packet does not form the GOP head, the operational 
flow proceeds to the processing at the Step S10 and a step S4, 
and the recording/reproduction control Section 29 incre 
ments the variable representative of the number of packets 
for each GOP. Further, the demultiplexing/GOP head detect 
ing Section 22 gives this TS packet to the recording device 
26 to record it as the bit stream file 28. 

0078 If the detection of the next GOP head occurs at the 
Step S2, at the Step S3 the recording/reproduction control 
section 29 makes the recording device 26 record the number 
of packets the time information as the table file 27 at every 
GOP. 

0079 Thereafter, with the repetition of the same opera 
tions, only the desired TS packet depending upon the user's 
operation is recorded as the bit stream file 28, while the time 
information on the GOP head timing and the information on 
the number of GOP packets are recorded as the table file 27. 
Besides, it may also be considered to provide a configuration 
in which the PID value corresponding to each of the streams 
recorded as the bit stream file 28 is also recorded as the table 
file 27. 

0080. As mentioned above, it is also appropriate to use 
the value of a timer the receiving unit or the OS retains, as 
the time information to be recorded as the table file 27. In the 
case of using the PCR, when a discontinuity indicator 
(discontinuity indicator) (a flag taking an active condition 
when a counter for packets with the same PID value 
becomes discontinuous; see ISO/IEC13818-3) for a packet 
including a PCR comes to 1 during that GOP period, or 
when the PID to be demultiplexed by an operational signal 
Such as a user channel Switching Signal is altered So that the 
PCR value becomes discontinuous, the PCR at that time is 
also written in the table file 27. 

0081 Moreover, if there is a need to multiplex, in the bit 
Stream file 28, a data packet describing control data for 
indicating the fact that a discontinuity takes place at Such a 
discontinuous point, the demultiplexing/GOP head detecting 
Section 22 multiplexes that data packet to record it in the bit 
stream file 28. 

0082. Owing to the above-described operations, the bit 
stream file 28 and the table file 27 describing the number of 
packets and the PCR value in each GOP are recordable in the 
recording device 26. In this way, the picture of the program 
the user Selects and the audio bit Stream are recordable. 

0083. Furthermore, in the case of recording a plurality of 
programs through this recording operation, pluralities of 
pictures, voices and PIDs on the PCR are designated and 
demultiplexed so that the table file is produced and recorded 
at every program. Still further, in recording, in addition to 
the PCR, the video data and the audio data, Section data Such 
as a PAT and a PMT (see ISO/IEC13818-1) are recorded 
simultaneously. The PAT describes the PID value of the 
PMT existing at every channel, while the PMT describes the 
PID values of the PCR, the picture and the voice in that 
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program. Accordingly, the acquisition of the PAT and the 
PMT permits the reproduction of pictures and voices. At the 
recording, these PAT and PMT are recorded in the bit stream 
file 28 and, in place of the PID values of the picture and the 
voice, a program number (program number) value repre 
Sentative of a channel number (a Service ID is acceptable) is 
recorded in the table file 27. 

0084. In this embodiment, the recording starts at the GOP 
head in this way. If the recording does not take place at the 
GOP head, the reproducible data before the GOP head is 
recorded wastefully. In the digital broadcasting which has 
currently come into widespread use, 15 pictures constitute 1 
GOP, and in the present television System, images corre 
sponding to 30 frames are transmitted for 1 second. For this 
reason, if the recording from the GOP head does not take 
place, the operation for the arrival at the head takes a 
maximum of approximately 0.5 Second. 

0085. Furthermore, a description will be given hereinbe 
low of the processing to be conducted at the ordinary 
reproduction. The ordinary reproduction processing control 
can employ two ways shown in FIGS. 4 and 5. 
0.086 A description will begins at the example of FIG. 4. 
At the Start of reproduction, the recording/reproduction 
control section 29 reads out the picture and voice PID values 
from the table file 27 to obtain the PID values and sets them 
in the recording device data demultiplexing Section 23. The 
recording/reproduction control section 29 sets, in the STC 
counter 25, a PCR value in a packet, coinciding with the PID 
of the initial PCR. 

0.087 Subsequently, a check is made on the free capacity 
in buffers of the video decoder 8 and the audio decoder 9. 
Each of the video decoder 8 and the audio decoder 9 has a 
STD buffer for holding PES data inputted, and outputs a free 
capacity signal indicative of the free capacity of this STD 
buffer to the recording/reproduction control section 29. The 
recording/reproduction control Section 29, at a step S5, 
checks, on the basis of the free capacity signal, whether or 
not the STD buffer has a free space or area. If the free space 
exists, the recording/reproduction control Section 29 reads 
out a bit stream from the bit stream file 28 and transfers it 
to the recording device data demultiplexing Section 23. 

0088. The recording device data demultiplexing section 
23 demultiplexes the inputted bit stream to supply it to the 
Selecting circuit 2. In this case, the Selecting circuit 2 Selects 
the output of the recording device data demultiplexing 
Section 23, with the reproduced packet being Supplied to the 
PES producing section 5 at every classification. The PES 
producing section 5 produces video PES data and audio PES 
data from the inputted packet and Separately Supplies them 
to the video decoder 8 and the audio decoder 9. Subse 
quently, the operational flow returns to the free capacity 
check routine to repeat the same operation. 
0089. The processing subsequent to the decoding is the 
Same as described above. 

0090. Furthermore, the PAT and the PMT are also 
recorded, the recording device data demultiplexing Section 
23 reads out a program number value from the table file 27 
to derive a PID of the PMT from the PAT data. Then, the PID 
of that PMT is set in the recording device data demultiplex 
ing section 23 to obtain the PMT so that the PID values of 
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the PCR, a picture and a voice are attained from the data in 
the PMT. The other processing is like the processing 
described above. 

0091) Still further, referring to FIG. 5, a description will 
be made hereinbelow of the other reproduction control. 
Although in FIG. 4 the readout from the bit stream file 28 
is controlled on the basis of the free capacity of the STD 
buffer, in FIG. 5 it is controlled by a time stamp value (STC 
counter value). 
0092. In FIG. 5, at a step S7, the recording/reproduction 
control section 29 obtains the STC counter value from the 
STC counter 25. At a step S8, the recording/reproduction 
control Section 29 makes a comparison in magnitude 
between the obtained STC counter value and the PCR value 
from the table file 27. That is, the recording/reproduction 
control section 29 sees if the PCR value is in a range from 
the STC counter value to a predetermined threshold, and 
data corresponding to the PCR value within this range is 
read out from the bit stream file 28 (step S9). 
0093. Besides, if the time information depends upon the 
timer value in the interior of the receiver (or OS), data 
corresponding to the range including the time information 
up to a value obtained by adding the converted value of the 
threshold into the time information are read out therefrom. 
The threshold is determined on the basis of the capacity of 
the STD buffer. 

0094. Through the reproduction processing shown in 
FIG. 4 or 5, the normal reproduction is feasible without the 
occurrence of the overflow or underflow of the STD buffer. 

0095. In this instance, it is obvious that the recording and 
the reproduction can be controlled Simultaneously So that the 
bit stream is read out from the recording device 26 for the 
decoding while the inputted program is recorded. 

0096. Furthermore, referring to FIG. 6, a description will 
be given hereinbelow of the processing in time shift repro 
duction. Incidentally, in the time shift reproduction, the 
recording and the reproduction are conducted Simulta 
neously, and the recording processing is the same as 
described above and the description thereof will be omitted 
for brevity. In this embodiment, in the time shift reproduc 
tion, the reproduction is done from the GOP head. 

0097 When the user gives an instruction for the time 
shift reproduction through the use of an operational Signal 
and Sets a shift time, the recording/reproduction control 
section 29 changes data to be read out on the basis of the 
designated shift time. That is, if the time information in the 
table file 27 is the time counted in the interior of the receiver 
(or OS), the recording/reproduction control section 29 cal 
culates the time corresponding to data to be shift-reproduced 
(the time corresponding to the shifting destination) by 
adding a shift time to the time information corresponding to 
the data being currently in reproduction (Step S11). 

0098. Following this, the time information closest to the 
time of the shifting destination or objective is Searched in the 
table file 27, and the number of packets existing before the 
Searched time information, that is, the number of packets 
before the GOP head being the shifting destination, is 
calculated on the basis of the information on the number of 
packets in each GOP (step S12). 
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0099. On the other hand, if the time information in the 
table file 27 is a PCR value, the recording/reproduction 
control Section 29 calculates the number of packets corre 
sponding to the time shift period on the basis of the STC 
count value. That is, the recording/reproduction control 
section 29 obtains the STC counter value corresponding to 
the data being in display at a step S11 of FIG. 6. Subse 
quently, at a Step S12, the recording/reproduction control 
section 29 calculates the STC counter value at the shifting 
destination on the basis of the obtained STC counter value 
and the shift time and searches the PCR value closest to the 
counter value from the table file 27 to calculate the number 
of packets up to the searched PCR value, that is, the number 
of packets before the GOP head being the shifting destina 
tion. 

0100. At the next step S13, a file pointer, if the recording 
device 26 is a hard disk, or a pickup, if it is an optical disk, 
is shifted according to the number of packets calculated, 
thereby starting the readout from the file. After the start of 
the readout, the data transfer is made according to the 
above-mentioned reproduction method shown in FIG. 4 or 
5. 

0101. In this embodiment, since the recording begins at 
the GOP head in recording, the shift reproduction can be 
Started immediately after the shifting. 

0102) In addition, there is the case that a PCR value is 
used as the time information and a discontinuity indicator 
assumes 1 before reaching the Shifting destination or the 
case that the channel Switching occurs before the shifting 
destination. In these cases, a shift time to be taken until a 
PCR value becomes discontinuous is calculated and Sub 
tracted from the total shift time. Subsequently, the STC 
counter value at the shifting destination is calculated on the 
basis of the Subtraction result time for Searching, and the 
number of packets up to that time is calculated. Even in the 
case of the occurrence of the discontinuity of PCR, such 
processing permits Sure acquisition of the number of packets 
before the shifting destination. 

0103 Still additionally, in this embodiment, the display 
of the shift time is possible in the time shift reproduction. 
That is, the recording/reproduction control Section 29 cal 
culates the shift time on the basis of the time information 
corresponding to the data being currently recorded and the 
time information value at the shifting destination. The 
recording/reproduction control Section 29 outputs the cal 
culated shift time to the monitor display control Section 24. 
The monitor display control Section 24 outputs a video 
Signal in which the shift time is imposed. 

0104 Moreover, in the case that the shift time is dis 
played, if the time information value at the head of the bit 
Stream being recorded is additionally obtained, it is possible 
to display a shiftable time before and after it in place of the 
display of the shift time. FIG. 7 shows an example of 
display of the shift time, while FIG. 8 illustrates an example 
of display of the shiftable time. FIG. 7 shows the display of 
a program taken 10 minutes before the program being 
currently recorded. Furthermore, FIG. 8 illustrates the pos 
sibility of the display of the program taken 5 minutes before 
the program being currently displayed through program to 
be taken 3 minutes after that time. 
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0105. Furthermore, referring to FIG.9, a description will 
be made hereinbelow of the control in the fast-forward/fast 
rewind reproduction, which is an example of Special repro 
duction of data recorded. 

0106. In the fast-forward/fast-rewind reproduction, for 
example, only the I picture or only I and P pictures, but not 
all data, are put to reproduction. The recording/reproduction 
control section 29 reads out and decodes a picture at a STC 
counter value interval depending upon the shift time inter 
val. That is, at a step S21 the recording/reproduction control 
Section 29 obtains the number of packets corresponding to 
the STC counter value interval, to be shifted, on the basis of 
the information in the table file 27. At a step S22 the pickup 
or the file pointer is shifted according to the number of 
packets. 
0107 The operational flow goes to the next step S23 to 
check a STD buffer free capacity signal in the video decoder 
8 for confirming the presence of a free Space. If there is no 
free Space, it waits for the occurrence of a free Space. If 
confirmation is made to the presence of a free Space, the 
recording device data demultiplexing Section 23 reads out 
the data to demultiplex it. 
0.108 Subsequently, a step S25 follows to see if the data 
demultiplexed is a Video packet. If it is not the Video packet, 
Since there is not need to conducting the processing thereof, 
the operational flow returns to the free capacity check 
routine of the step S23. On the other hand, if the packet read 
out is the Video packet, the packet is given to the PES 
producing Section 5 to produce video PES data. At as Step 
S26, the PES data is supplied to the video decoder 8 to be 
Subjected to the decoding processing. 
0109 AS described above, depending upon the reproduc 
tion speed, all the I and P pictures in GOP can be decoded, 
or only the I picture can be decoded. Accordingly, at a step 
S27, the recording/reproduction control section 29 decides 
whether or not the demultiplexing processing for all the 
pictures in GOP, to be reproduced, reach completion. 
0110 For instance, the decision on the completion of the 
demultiplexing processing can be made in a manner that the 
Video decoder 8 gives a decode completion Signal for each 
picture to the recording/reproduction control Section 29. 
Alternatively, it can also be made in a manner that the 
recording device data demultiplexing Section 23 detects the 
header of a picture and hands the detection result over to the 
recording/reproduction control section 29. When the readout 
of the picture in GOP, to be reproduced, reaches completion, 
the operational flow proceeds to a step S22 to shift the 
pickup or the like for changing the readout objective to the 
GOP head to be reproduced next. If the readout of all the 
pictures in GOP, to be reproduced, does not reach comple 
tion, the operational flow again returns to the free capacity 
check routine. With the repetition of the above-described 
operation, the fast-forward/fast-rewind reproduction is real 
izable. 

0111 Besides, in this embodiment, although the table file 
27 stores the number of transfer packets in each GOP, it is 
also appropriate that the number of packets (the number of 
bytes (the number of bits)) in total, but not in each GOP, is 
written therein. 

0112 Thus, according to this embodiment, by the sepa 
rate recording according to a program, a disk medium 
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having a relatively Small capacity is used as a recording 
medium to facilitate the time shift reproduction, and in a 
manner that the recording is made from the GOP head at the 
recording and the reproduction is made through the shifting 
to the GOP head in the reproduction, accurate and quick time 
shift reproduction is feasible. Additionally, the display of the 
time shift period is also possible. 
0113 FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing another 
embodiment of this invention. In FIG. 10, the same com 
ponents as those in FIG. 2 are marked with the same 
numerals, and the description thereof will be omitted for 
brevity. 

0114. This embodiment differs from the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 2 in that the TS depacket processing section 
31 includes a STC counter 32. The STC counter 32 receives 
a PCR value from the demultiplexing/GOP head detecting 
Section 22, and counts this PCR value to obtain a STC. 
0115) In the embodiment thus arranged, the recording/ 
reproduction control Section 29 can write a count Value of 
the STC counter 32 as the time information in the table file 
27. The other operations are the same as those in embodi 
ment shown in FIG. 2. 

0116. Accordingly, in this case, there is no need to hold 
the PCR value in the interior of the demultiplexing/GOP 
detecting Section 22. 
0117. Also in this embodiment, it is possible to offer the 
same effects as those of the embodiment of FIG. 2. 

0118 FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing a still another 
embodiment of this invention. In FIG. 11, the same com 
ponents as those in FIG. 2 are marked with the same 
numerals. 

0119). In the embodiment shown in FIG. 2, the transport 
packet is recorded as the bit Stream file 28 in the recording 
device 26. Contrary to this, in this embodiment, Separate 
PES-format files for a picture and a voice are recorded as bit 
Stream files. 

0120 In this embodiment, unlike the recording device 26 
shown in FIG. 2, a recording device 41 has a video bit 
stream file 42 and an audio bit stream file 43 as bit stream 
files. In addition, unlike the TS depacket processing Section 
21 in FIG. 2, a TS depacket processing section 45 is 
constructed to use a recording device PES data reading 
Section 46 in place of the recording device data demulti 
plexing Section 23, and a Selecting circuit is provided 
following the PES producing section 5. 
0121 The demultiplexing/GOP head detecting section 22 
outputs packet data to the PES processing Section 5 at every 
classification. The PES producing section 5 produces video 
PES data and audio PES data from the inputted packet data 
and outputs them to the Selecting circuit 2. In this embodi 
ment, the video PES data and the audio PES data from the 
PES producing section 5 are recorded as the video bit stream 
file 42 and the audio bit stream file 43, respectively. 
0.122 Furthermore, the recording device PES data read 
ing section 46 reads out video and audio PES data from the 
video bit stream file 42 and audio bit stream file 43 to output 
them to the Selecting circuit 2. 
0123 The other configuration is the same as that of the 
FIG. 2 embodiment. 
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0.124 Secondly, referring to the flow charts of FIGS. 12 
to 15, a description will be made hereinbelow of an opera 
tion of the embodiment thus constructed. FIGS. 12 to 15 
illustrate the operational flows in recording, reproduction, 
time shift reproduction and fast-forward/fast-rewind repro 
duction. In FIGS. 12 to 15, the same procedures as those in 
FIGS. 3 to 6 and 9 are marked with the same reference 
numerals, and the description thereof will be omitted for 
Simplicity. 

0.125. At the recording, as shown in FIG. 12, a point 
different from the operational flow shown in FIG. 3 is that 
steps S3' and S4 are taken in place of the steps S3 and S4. 
That is, the difference is that, at the recording, in place of the 
transport Stream, PES data is Stored in each of the Stream 
files 42 and 43. 

0126 When the head of GOP is detected at the step S2, 
the next step S3' is implemented to reset variables indicative 
of the number of video data bytes and the number of audio 
data bytes, and further to the number of bytes in each GOP 
in the table file 27. Additionally, the recording/reproduction 
control section 29 puts the time information on the GOP 
head in the table file 27. Still additionally, the PES producing 
section 5 stores the corresponding video and audio PES data 
in the video and audio bit stream files 42 and 43. 

0127. In the case of being not at a GOP head, the 
operational flow shifts from the step S10 to the step S4 
where the PES data producing section 5 stores the video and 
audio PES data in the corresponding video and audio bit 
stream files 42 and 43. Furthermore, the recording/repro 
duction control section 29 updates variables indicative of the 
number of video data bytes and the number of audio data 
bytes at every GOP. 

0128. In this way, also in this embodiment, the recording 
of the PES data can be made from the head of GOP. 

0129. In the reproduction, in addition to the method of 
conducting the control by the STC counter as shown in FIG. 
5, there can be taken a method of implementing the control 
according to the STD buffer free capacity as shown in FIG. 
13. 

0130. At steps S31 and S33 in FIG. 13, the recording/ 
reproduction control section 29 checks, on the basis of the 
free capacity Signals from the Video and audio decoderS 8 
and 9, whether or not the video and audio STD buffers of the 
video and audio decoders 8 and 9 have a free area. If the 
video STD buffer or the audio STD buffer has a free area, at 
a step S32 or S34, the recording device PES data reading 
Section 46 reads out the corresponding video or audio bit 
stream file 42 or 43 and transfers it through the selecting 
circuit 2 to the video or audio decoder 8 or 9. 

0131 The other operation is the same as that of the 
embodiment of FIG. 2. In the time shift reproduction, the 
processing is conducted as shown in FIG. 14. That is, first 
of all, at the step S11, as well as the embodiment of FIG. 2, 
the time information of the data being currently reproduced 
is obtained to calculate the time information at the shifting 
destination. For instance, the recording/reproduction control 
Section 29 refers to the table file on the basis of the file 
position of the bit stream being read out to thereby obtain the 
time information of the data being currently reproduced, or 
acquires it from the count value of the STC counter 25. The 
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time information value at the shifting destination is calcu 
lated from the obtained time value of the data under display 
and the shift time. 

0132) Subsequently, at a step S12, the time information 
value closest to the calculated time information value at the 
shifting destination is searched in the table file 27, and the 
data volume of the video and audio PES data up to that time 
is calculated in terms of the number of bytes. Then, at a step 
S13', the file pointer, if the recording device is a hard disk, 
or the pickup, if the recording device is an optical disk, is 
shifted according to that number of bytes and the readout 
from the file begins. 
0133. The other operation is similar to that of the embodi 
ment of FIG. 2. 

0134 Moreover, referring to FIG. 15, a description will 
be given hereinbelow of the control in the fast-forward/fast 
rewind reproduction forming a special reproduction 
example. 

0135). At the step S21", the data quantity (the number of 
bytes) corresponding to the STC counter value interval 
depending upon the shift time interval is derived from the 
table file 27. Subsequently, at a step S22, the in the video 
data file is shifted by a quantity corresponding to the 
obtained data quantity. The readout of the audio data comes 
to a stop. 

0.136 Following this, a step S23 is implemented to check 
whether or not a free space exists in the video STD buffer of 
the Video decoder 8. If the free space exists, the recording 
device PES data reading section 46 reads out the data and 
transfers it to the video decoder 8 (step S41). Then, a step 
S42 is implemented to decide whether the transfer of a 
picture in GOP, to be reproduced, reaches completion. If the 
completion is not reached, the operational flow returns to the 
step S23. If the completion is reached, the operational flow 
returns to the step S22. 
0.137 For instance, the decision on the completion of the 
demultiplexing processing can be made in a manner that the 
Video decoder 8 informs the recording/reproduction control 
Section 29 of a decode completion signal for each picture, 
while can also be made in a manner that the recording device 
PES data reading section 46 detects the header of a picture 
and informs the recording/reproduction control Section 29 of 
the detection thereof. With the repetition of the above 
described operation, the fast-forward/fast-rewind reproduc 
tion is realizable. 

0138 FIG. 16 is a block diagram showing a further 
embodiment of this invention. In FIG. 16, the same com 
ponents as those in FIG. 11 are marked with the same 
numerals, and the description thereof will be omitted for 
brevity. 

013:9) This embodiment differs from the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 11 in that a TS depacket processing section 
51 has a STC counter 52. The STC counter 52 receives a 
PCR value from the demultiplexing/GOP head detecting 
section 22, and counts this PCR value to provide a STC. 
0140. In the embodiment thus arranged, the recording/ 
reproduction control section 29 can write the count value of 
the STC counter as the time information in the table file 27. 
The other operation is similar to that of the embodiment of 
FIG. 11. 
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0.141. Accordingly, also in this case, there is no need to 
maintain the PCR value in the interior of the demultiplexing/ 
GOP detecting section 22. 
0142. It is obvious that this embodiment can also offer the 
same effects as those of the embodiment of FIG. 11. 

0.143 FIG. 17 is a block diagram showing a further 
embodiment of this invention. In FIG. 17, the same com 
ponents as those in FIG. 11 are marked with the same 
numerals, and the description thereof will be omitted for 
brevity. 
0144. Although in the above-described embodiment the 
time information and the information on the number of 
packets in GOP are stored in the table file in the recording, 
in this embodiment these information are recorded in a PES 
private data (PES private data) area of the PES header in a 
multiplexed State. 
0145. In this embodiment, a recording device 61 differs 
from the recording device 41 in FIG. 11 in that the table file 
is omitted, and the control by the recording/reproduction 
control section 29 is different from that of the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 11. 

0146) Secondly, referring to the flow charts of FIGS. 18 
to 20, a description will be given hereinbelow of an opera 
tion of the embodiment thus arranged. FIGS. 18 to 20 show 
the control in the recording the time shift reproduction and 
the fast-forward/fast-rewind reproduction. In FIGS. 18 to 
20, the same procedures as those in FIGS. 12, 14 and 15 are 
marked with the same numerals, and the description thereof 
will be omitted for simplicity. 
0147 Also in this embodiment, the processing of steps 
S1 and S2 in the recording are the same as those in the 
embodiment of FIG. 11. On the detection of the GOP head 
at the step S2, the operational flow advances to a step S3" to 
supply PES data to a recording device 61. In this case, a PCR 
value held in the demultiplexing/GOP head detecting section 
22 is written in a PES private area of a PES header included 
in the output of the PES producing section 5 and then given 
to the recording device 61. In the case of no GOP head, the 
operational flow goes from the step S10 to a step S4" to 
supply the PES data to the recording device 61. The writing 
of the PCR value in the PES private area of the PES header 
is performed Similarly. 
0.148. Furthermore, in the case that the discontinuity 
indicator of a packet including the PCR shows 1 during the 
GOP period, or in the case that a PID to be demultiplexed by 
an operational Signal Such as a user channel Switching Signal 
is changed to become discontinuous, the PCR value at that 
time is additionally written in the PES private data area. 
0149 Incidentally, these information can be written in 
any one of the video PES stream file and the audio PES 
Stream file. However, for realizing special reproduction Such 
as a fast-forward/fast-rewind reproduction as will be 
described herein later, it is more appropriate to describe it in 
the video PES data. 

0150 Still further, a bit rate is calculated on the basis of 
the STC counter value and the data quantity in each GOP at 
every GOP to be inputted to the recording/reproduction 
control section 29. 

0151. In this way, this embodiment also allows the 
recording of the PES data from the head of GOP. 
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0152 The operation in the reproduction is similar to the 
operational flow shown in FIG. 13. 
0153. Moreover, referring to FIG. 19, a description will 
be made hereinbelow of the time shift reproduction. 
0154) In this embodiment, in the processing of the step 
S11, the data quantity corresponding to the time shift period 
is calculated as a function of the PCR value in the PES 
private data area and the bit rate. Subsequently, at the Step 
S13', the file pointer, if the recording device is a hard disk, 
or the pickup, if the recording device is an optical disk, is 
shifted according to the data quantity to Start the readout of 
the file. 

0155. At a step S51, the recording device PES data 
reading section 46 provides a PCR value in the PES private 
data area of the PES header on the basis of the data read out. 
Then, the operational flow proceeds to a step S52 to decide 
whether or not the PCR value provided is a value corre 
sponding to the shift time designated. That is, when the PCR 
value provided lies between the counter value of the STC 
counter 25 and a predetermined threshold, the recording/ 
reproduction control Section 29 shifts the processing to the 
step S14 to transfer the PES data to the video decoder 8 or 
the audio decoder 9. 

0156 If the difference between the PCR value read out 
and the STC value corresponding to the designated Shift 
time is greater than a predetermined threshold, the record 
ing/reproduction control section 29, at a step S53, alters the 
reading destination from the bit rate and that difference time 
and, at the step S13", starts the file readout. 
0157. Thereafter, with the repetition of the steps S51 to 
S53, if the difference between the PCR value in the PES 
private data and the STC value corresponding to the shift 
time becomes less than the threshold, the PES data is 
outputted to the video decoder 8 or the audio decoder 9. 
Thus, the time shift reproduction is realizable. 
0158 Referring to FIG. 20, a description will be made 
hereinbelow of the control in the fast-forward/fast-rewind 
reproduction. In FIG. 20, the same procedures as those in 
FIG. 19 are marked with the same numerals. 

0159. At a step S61, the recording/reproduction control 
Section 29 calculates the data quantity, corresponding to the 
STC counter value interval depending upon the shift time 
interval, on the basis of the bit rate, and shifts the reading 
destination in the video bit stream file 42 by a quantity 
corresponding to the calculated data quantity before starting 
the readout. In this case, the readout of the audio data is put 
to a stop. The recording device PES data reading Section 46, 
at the step S51, reads out a PCR value in the PES private 
data area of the PES header on the basis of the data read out. 
If it corresponds to the shift time designated, the operational 
flow goes from the step S52 to the step S23. If the video STD 
buffer has a free space, the PES data read out in the step S41 
is transferred to the video decoder 8 or the audio decoder 9. 

0160 On the other hand, if the difference between the 
PCR value read out and the STC value corresponding to the 
shift time is more than a predetermined threshold, the 
operational flow proceeds from the step S52 to the step S53 
where the recording/reproduction control Section 29 changes 
the reading destination on the basis of the bit rate and that 
difference time, then starting the file readout (step S61). 
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0.161 Likewise, owing to the repetition of the steps S61, 
S51 and S52, if the difference between the PCR value in the 
PES private data and the STC value corresponding to the 
shift time becomes less than the threshold, the operational 
flow goes to the step S23. 
0162 The other operation is the same as that in FIG. 15. 
Thus, the fast-forward/fast-rewind reproduction is possible. 
0163 FIG. 21 is a block diagram showing a further 
embodiment of this invention. In FIG. 21, the same com 
ponents as those in FIG. 17 are marked with the same 
numerals, and the description thereof will be omitted for 
brevity. 

0164. This embodiment differs from the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 17 in that a TS depacket processing section 
71 includes a STC counter 72. The STC counter 72 receives 
a PCR value from the demultiplexing/GOP head detecting 
section 22, and counts this PCR value, thereby obtaining the 
STC. 

0.165. In the embodiment thus arranged, the recording/ 
reproduction control section 29 can write the count value of 
the STC counter 72 as the time information in the PES 
private data area. The other operation is similar to that in 
FIG. 17. 

0166 Accordingly, also in this case, as well as the 
embodiment of FIG. 17, there is no need to maintain the 
PCR value in the demultiplexing/GOP detecting section 22. 

0167. This embodiment can also offer the effects similar 
to those of the embodiment shown in FIG. 17. 

0168 Besides, although in the description of the embodi 
ments shown in FIGS. 17 and 21 the time information is 
described in the PES private data area, it is also appropriate 
to describe it in an area other than the PES private data. 
0169 Meanwhile, in the description of the above-de 
scribed embodiments, the PCR approximately coincides 
with the GOP head timing. However, in fact, the PCR and 
the GOP head timing can be shifted slightly from each other, 
which can hinder the Sure access. 

0170 Thus, in consideration of this difference between 
the GOP head timing and PCR timing, an approach may be 
taken for accomplishing the accurate access. FIG. 22 is a 
block diagram showing an embodiment coping with this 
case. In FIG. 22, the same components as those in FIG. 2 
are marked with the same numerals, and the description 
thereof will be omitted for brevity. 

0171 This embodiment differs from the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 2 in that a TS depacket processing section 80 
includes a demultiplexing/GOP head PCR detecting section 
81. The demultiplexing/GOP head PCR detecting section 81 
is made to detect the PCR immediately before the GOP head. 
That is, whenever obtaining the PCR value, the demulti 
plexing/GOP head PCR detecting section 81 keeps the latest 
value and the number of packets recorded, in an internal 
variable. 

0172 The recording/reproduction control section 29 
records the PCR value immediately before the GOP head in 
a table file, and records the number of packets between two 
PCR values detected immediately before the successive 
GOP heads. 
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0173 Referring to FIG. 23, a description will be made 
hereinbelow of an operation of the embodiment thus 
arranged. FIG. 23 is a flow chart showing the control in the 
recording, corresponding to FIG. 3. 
0.174. A difference of the control in the recording from 
that in the embodiment shown in FIG. 2 is that, as shown at 
a step S71 in FIG. 23, in a demultiplexing/GOP head PCR 
detecting section 81, when the PID of an inputted stream 
coincides with the PID of the PCR, the number of transfer 
packets is kept in another variable. 
0175 That is, the demultiplexing/GOP head PCR detect 
ing Section 81, when the inputted packet coincides with the 
PID of the PCR, loads that PCR value in the STC counter 25 
to set the count value, and, whenever the PCR packet is 
depacket-processed to obtain the PCR value, maintains the 
latest Value and the number of packets recorded, in an 
internal variable. 

0176). In the middle of GOP, at a step S73, the number of 
transfer packets is incremented. On the detection of the GOP 
head at a step S2, at a step S72 the PCR value immediately 
before the GOP head is described as the time information 
value in the table file. Furthermore, the number of transfer 
packets up to the PCR immediately before the GOP head is 
described in the table file, while a variable representative of 
the number of transfer packets is reset to 0. 
0177. In this way, the information on the number of 
transfer packets between the PCR value immediately before 
the GOP head and the PCR value immediately before the 
GOP head adjacent thereto is stored in the table file. 
0.178 The control in the reproduction, the time shift 
reproduction, the fast-forward/fast-rewind reproduction and 
others are the same as those of the embodiment in FIG. 2. 

0179. In this embodiment, the PCR value immediately 
before the GOP head is used as the time information, and the 
number of packets between the PCRs immediately before 
the Successive GOPS is used as the number of transfer 
packets, whereupon the reproduction can Surely be made 
from the GOP head. The other effects are similar to those of 
the embodiment shown in FIG. 2. 

0180 FIG. 24 is a block diagram showing a further 
embodiment of this invention. In FIG. 24, the same com 
ponents as those in FIG. 2 are marked with the same 
numerals, and the description thereof will be omitted for 
simplicity. In the special reproduction shown in FIG. 9, for 
example, only the I picture is reproduced, and in the embodi 
ment shown in FIG. 2 the I picture is selectively reproduced 
on only the reproduction Side. On the contrary, in this 
embodiment, in the recording the information is recorded at 
every picture So that the Special reproduction or the like is 
easily achievable. 
0181. This embodiment differs from the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 2 in that a TS depacket processing section 85 
is provided with a demultiplexing/picture head detecting 
Section 86. 

0182. The TS depacket processing section 85 detects the 
number of transfer packets, a picture type and time infor 
mation at every picture. The recording/reproduction control 
Section 29 records these information in the table file 27. 

0183) Secondly, referring to the flow charts of FIGS. 25 
and 26, a description will be made hereinbelow of an 
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operation of the embodiment thus arranged. FIGS. 25 and 
26 correspond to FIGS. 3 and 9, respectively. 
0184. In this embodiment, the control in the reproduction 
is similar to that in the embodiment shown in FIG. 2. In the 
recording, as shown in FIG. 25, at a step S1, a check is made 
on whether or not a TS packet the demultiplexing/picture 
head detecting Section 86 gets coincides with the desired 
PIDs of an image, a voice, a PCR and others. On the 
coincidence with the PID, the demultiplexing/picture head 
detecting Section 86 transferS the TS packet, and increments 
a counter variable indicative of the number of transfer 
packets whenever transferring it (step S73). 
0185. Furthermore, at a step S81, the head of a picture is 
detected and the counter variable is kept in another internal 
variable at every detection. Besides, it is possible to find the 
picture head by detecting a picture header included in a 
Video signal. In addition, it is also possible to use a payloa 
d unit start indicator included in the TS header for the 
picture head detection. Incidentally, this payload unit 
start indicator is a flag which assumes “1” when the PES 

header of a Video signal exists at the head of the payload of 
that TS packet. For example, in a bit stream in which the 
PES header is given to each picture, this flag indicates the 
head of the picture. Accordingly, the detection of the pay 
load unit start indicator permits the detection of the picture 
head. 

0186. At a step S72, the time information on the picture 
head and the number of transfer packets for each picture are 
recorded in the table file 27. 

0187 Furthermore, a description will be made hereinbe 
low of an operation in the time shift reproduction. In the time 
shift reproduction, this embodiment is similar to the embodi 
ment shown in FIG. 2 in that the table file 27 is referred to 
shift the reading destination according to the data quantity 
corresponding to a desired time difference So that the repro 
duction begins at the shifted point. In this embodiment, Since 
the information included in the table file 27 forms the 
transfer data quantity for each picture and the time infor 
mation, the reproduction is made to Start by referring to the 
picture type recorded additionally. 
0188 That is, for example, because as the GOP head the 
picture type becomes the head of the I picture, the I picture 
that the shifting destination time is the closest may be 
searched in the table file 27. Furthermore, the reading 
destination is shifted according to the transfer data quantity 
corresponding to that time difference and the reproduction 
Starts, thereby realizing the time shift reproduction. 
0189 Still furthermore, if the reproduction begins at the 
head of the I picture at this time, when the PCR does not 
exist at the head of the I picture, difficulty is experienced to 
establish the time measurement in the receiver, which makes 
it difficult to display the picture. Accordingly, it is consid 
ered that the readout does not start at the head of the I picture 
but taking place from the picture previous immediately to 
that I picture. In this way, the establishment of the time 
measurement in the receiver becomes feasible when the 
head of the I picture is decoded, So that it is possible to 
display the decoded image of that picture. 
0190. Referring to FIG. 26, a description will be made 
hereinbelow of the control in a special reproduction Such as 
fast-forward/fast-rewind. 
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0191 This control is similar to that of the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 2 in that the recording/reproduction control 
Section 29 checks a buffer free capacity Signal to see if the 
buffer has a free Space or capacity and, if confirming the 
presence of the free Space, makes the recording device data 
demultiplexing Section 23 conduct depacket-processing for 
decoding. 

0.192 In this case, the recording/reproduction control 
section 29 refers to the table file 27 and transfers only one 
picture. Since the transfer data quantity for each picture is 
described in the table file 27, it is possible that, at a step S82, 
the number of packets corresponding to the shift time is 
obtained and, at a step S83, the transfer data corresponding 
to only one picture is read out. 
0193 In this way, as well as the embodiment shown in 
FIG. 2, it is possible to eliminate the need to detect-the 
completion of picture decoding in the reproduction, which 
offers an advantage in that there is no need to read out extra 
data. With the repetition of the above-described operation, 
the fast-forward/fast-rewind reproduction becomes possible. 
0194 FIG. 27 is a flow chart showing a still further 
embodiment of this invention. The embodiment of FIG. 27 
relates to an decoding operation to be conducted when a DIT 
packet indicative of a discontinuous point of a recorded bit 
Stream is detected in reproducing the bit stream. 
0.195 According to the MPEG standard, for example, 
when a stream becomes discontinuous due to a stop of 
recording by an operation of a receiver or the like, a DIT 
packet is made to be inserted into the discontinuous point. 
0196. When detecting a DIT packet, the recording device 
data demultiplexing Section informs the recording/reproduc 
tion control Section that the bit stream becomes discontinu 
ous. Thus, the recording/reproduction control Section gives 
an instruction to the Video decoder and the audio decoder for 
performing the decoding without comparing the counter 
value of the reproduction STC counter with the time stamp 
of the bit stream. 

0197) Furthermore, when the recording device data 
demultiplexing Section detects the next PCR, the recording/ 
reproduction control Section loads that value in the repro 
duction STC counter, thereby returning to the ordinary 
decoding condition. 
0198 With Such a reproducing operation, the continuous 
decoding of the bit stream where the DIT exists becomes 
feasible. 

0199 FIGS. 28A to 28D are explanatory illustrations of 
a still further embodiment of this invention. 

0200. In the above-described embodiments, in the case of 
performing a speed-increasing reproduction Such as the 
fast-forward reproduction, there is a need to gain access to 
the I picture with high efficiency. For the high-efficiency 
access to the I picture at the N-times Speed reproduction, 
there have been employed various access means, for 
example, disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Publi 
cation Nos. 10-257439 and 8-273296. 

0201 According to the access means disclosed in Japa 
nese Unexamined Patent Publication No. 10-257439, on the 
assumption of dealing with data in which a frame size of 
Video data compressed and encoded is fixed, dummy data is 
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added to make a multiple of a unit of acceSS and is recorded 
on a hard disk So that the position, on the hard disk, of a 
frame to be accessed at the N-times Speed reproduction can 
be specified through simple calculation. 
0202) According to the access means disclosed in Japa 
nese Unexamined patent Publication No. 8-273296, an ID 
(Identifier) is given to each of frames of compressed and 
encoded Video data to establish the corresponding relation 
ship between the ID and the recorded position of the frame 
on a record medium So that the position, on the record 
medium, of the frame to be accessed at a special reproduc 
tion can easily be specified. 

0203 However, the first-mentioned access means is not 
applicable at all in the case that the frame size of the Video 
data compressed and encoded does not assume a fixed 
length, and the Second-mentioned acceSS means requires 
newly drawing up a table showing the correspondence 
between the frame IDs and the frame recorded positions. 
0204. This embodiment permits the high-efficiency 
access to specific video data in N-times Speed reproduction 
of a disk retaining compressed and encoded Video data. 
0205 Although a description of this embodiment will be 
made in the case that a hard disk is used as the record 
medium, this embodiment is also applicable to an optical 
disk and others. 

0206 FIG. 28A is an illustration of video data to be 
recorded on a hard disk through a hard disk drive HDD. This 
Video data is compressed and encoded according to the 
MPEG standard, and after one I picture, one P (Predictive) 
picture and four B (Hdirectionally predictive) pictures are 
arranged in a predetermined Sequence, with six pictures 
constituting one GOP. 
0207. This video data is divided in units of 255 bytes and 
a 1-byte index is added to each of the heads of the divisions 
So that 256 bytes organize a unit, with these data being 
Successively recorded in Sectors of the hard disk in units of 
256 bytes Successive Sector numbers are given to these 
SectorS So that they serve as addresses to be used in gaining 
access to the Video data on the hard disk. That is, the Sector 
forms an access unit of the Video data. Furthermore, in the 
example of FIG. 28A, the video data corresponding to six 
pictures are recorded in eight Sectors. 

0208. When this video data is recorded on the hard disk, 
“ff (hexadecimal)' is recorded as an index in each of the 
sectors until the I picture is detected, while “00” is recorded 
as an indeX in the Sector at which the I picture Starts, and the 
values Successively incremented are recorded as indexes in 
the following Sectors until the next I picture is detected. 
0209 Besides, if the increment causes the index to 
become “FF', “f” is recorded as the indexes in the follow 
ing Sectors until the next I picture is detected. 
0210 That is, the index “ff signifies that, when viewed 
from the corresponding Sector, a Sector at which the I picture 
starts exists prior by more than 255 sectors thereto or that the 
I picture does not exist before the corresponding Sector. 
0211 With the above-mentioned index recording opera 
tion, in the example of FIG. 28A, “f” is recorded as the 
indeX in the Sectors up to the Sector of the Sector number 1, 
while "00” is recorded as the index in the sector of the sector 
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number 2, and the values incremented Successively are 
recorded as indexes in the following Sectors having the 
sector numbers 3 to 9, respectively, and further “00” is again 
recorded as the index in the sector of the sector number 10. 

0212 Referring to FIG. 28B, a description will be made 
hereinbelow of six-times Speed reproduction of a hard disk 
on which Video data is recorded as mentioned above. AS 
described above, Since the data rate of the Video data on the 
hard disk is 6 pictureS/8 Sectors, in the case of the Six-times 
Speed reproduction, the I picture can be searched in units of 
8 Sectors. That is, the I picture Start position is detected at 
every 8 Sectors and the reproduction of that Video data is 
performed repeatedly. 

0213 First, the data in the sector of the sector number 0 
is read out from the hard disk and its index value is detected. 
In this case, judging from that the indeX is “ff and the 
present Sector is the initial Sector, it is seen that an I picture 
does not exist before this Sector. 

0214. Following this, the data in the sector of the sector 
number 8 appearing 8 Sectors after is read out therefrom and 
its indeX value is detected. In this case, Since the indeX is 
“06”, the data is read out from the sector having, as the 
sector number, a value “2” obtained by subtracting the index 
value “06' from the sector number 8, so that the video data 
corresponding to one picture is read out and reproduced. 
0215. In this way, at the end position of the I picture, that 

is, on the completion of the data readout from the Sector of 
the Sector number 4, the data is read out from the aforesaid 
sector of the sector number 8, and further from the sector of 
the Sector number 16 appearing 8 Sectors after, and its indeX 
value is detected. In this case, since the index value is “06', 
the data is read out from the Sector having, as the Sector 
number, a value “10” obtained by Subtracting the index 
value “06” from the present sector number 16, so that the 
Video data for the next I picture is read out and reproduced. 
Furthermore, the aforesaid operation is repeatedly con 
ducted for the sectors having the sector numbers 24, 32, 40, 
. . . , thereby accomplishing the six-times Speed reproduc 
tion. 

0216. On the other hand, in the case of the three-times 
Speed reproduction of the aforesaid hard disk, as shown in 
FIG.28C, an operation is repeatedly conducted such that the 
numbers of the Sectors at which the I picture Starts are 
Successively calculated on the basis of the indexes of the 
Sectors of the Sector numbers 0, 4, 8, 12, ... and the Video 
data of the I picture is reproduced. 
0217. However, in the case that the multiplier (reproduc 
tion speed increasing degree) is low So that the same I 
picture is continuously reproduced (in the example of FIG. 
28C, each of the sectors of the sector numbers 2, 3 and 4 is 
reproduced twice.), an instruction is given to the control 
System (display System) to display the same image as the 
previous one, thereby reducing the wasteful acceSS opera 
tion. 

0218. According to the above-described embodiment, 
when compressed and encoded Video data is recorded on a 
hard disk, an indeX is recorded in each of the Sectors So that 
the number of the Sector at which an I picture Starts can be 
calculated from the corresponding Sector, and at the N-times 
Speed reproduction of the hard disk, the number of the Sector 
at which the I picture Starts is calculated on the basis of the 
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corresponding indeX at every Sector to be jumping-repro 
duced at a predetermined interval corresponding to that 
multiplier (N) and the I picture video data is reproduced, 
thereby gaining access to only the I picture effectively with 
almost no readout of Wasteful data, So that this embodiment 
is Sufficiently practicable. 

0219 Besides, in the case that an index is not recorded in 
each sector, as shown in FIG. 28D, all the data is read out 
in order from the initial sector, and only the video data of the 
I picture is reproduced, or the I picture is Solely retrieved in 
the Sector to be jumping-reproduced at a predetermined 
interval corresponding to the multiplier, which leads to a low 
efficiency. 

0220 FIGS. 29A to 29C are explanatory illustrations of 
a still further embodiment of this invention. 

0221) In FIG. 29A, compressed and encoded video data 
is divided in units of access each having a constant data 
quantity, and is recorded in a disc-like record medium. 
Furthermore, an absolute address n of the acceSS unit, 
including the Start position of the I picture, is recorded as an 
indeX in the head of each of the acceSS units. 

0222. Thus, since the absolute address n of the access 
unit, including the Start position of the I picture, is recorded 
as the indeX to be given to each access unit, in a manner that 
the indeX is read out from the acceSS unit accessed randomly, 
the I picture close to that access unit can quickly be 
reproduced while Suppressing wasteful readout to a mini 
U. 

0223). Furthermore, in FIG. 29B, a relative address 
indicative of the position of the acceSS unit including the I 
picture start position from its own access unit (that is, 
indicating how many access units lies therebetween) is 
recorded as an indeX in the head of each of the access units. 
In this case, the negative (minus) or positive (plus) sign of 
the relative address indicate that the acceSS unit including 
the I picture Start position exists after or before that access 
unit in the absolute address order. 

0224. As described above, since the relative address of 
the access unit, including the Start position of the I picture, 
is recorded as the indeX to be given to each acceSS unit, by 
reading out the indeX from the access unit accessed ran 
domly, the I picture close to that acceSS unit can quickly be 
reproduced while Suppressing wasteful readout to a mini 
U. 

0225. Still furthermore, in FIG. 29C, a relative address 
indicative of the position of the acceSS unit including the I 
picture start position from its own access unit (that is, 
indicating how many access units lies therebetween) is 
recorded as an indeX in the head of each of the access units. 
In this case, the relative address indicates only the access 
unit including the I picture Start position, existing before its 
acceSS unit in the absolute address order, which is Substan 
tially identical to the example described with reference to 
FIG. 28A. 

0226. Thus, since the relative address of the access unit, 
including the Start position of the I picture, is recorded as the 
indeX to be given to each access unit, by reading out the 
indeX from the acceSS unit accessed randomly, the I picture 
close to that acceSS unit can quickly be reproduced while 
Suppressing wasteful readout to a minimum. 
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0227. In addition, since the relative address indicates 
only the acceSS unit including the I picture Start position, 
existing before a given acceSS unit in the absolute address 
order, it is possible to easily produce the indeX in recording. 
That is, one counter is prepared and it is cleared to 0 when 
the access unit including the I picture Start position is 
detected, and Subsequently, is incremented whenever the 
data writing shifts to the next access unit, thereby producing 
the indeX. 

0228 FIGS. 30A to 30D are explanatory illustrations of 
a still further embodiment of this invention. 

0229. In FIG. 30A, on a hard disk, compressed and 
encoded Video data is divided into Sector units each forming 
a physical access unit in access to data, and is recorded in 
this State. In addition, a Sector Start address including an I 
picture Start position is recorded as an indeX in the head of 
each of the Sectors. 

0230. This operates effectively in the case of retrieving a 
Sector including the I picture Start position in a System of 
managing data, recorded on the hard disk, in units of 
physical access. 
0231. Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 30B, on the hard 
disk, a plurality of (in this illustration, 4) Successive Sectors 
are collected as a cluster unit forming a logical acceSS unit 
in access to data. Further, an address for leading to a cluster 
including the I picture Start position is recorded as an indeX 
in the head of a leading Sector constituting each cluster. This 
is effective in the case of retrieving a cluster including the I 
picture Start position in a System of managing data, recorded 
on a hard disk, in units of logical access. 
0232 Still furthermore, as shown in FIG. 30C, a first 
indeX indicative of an address for leading to a cluster 
including the I picture Start position and a Second indeX 
indicative of a Sector Start address including the I picture 
Start position within that cluster can be recorded in the head 
of a leading Sector constituting each cluster. 
0233 Moreover, as shown in FIG. 30D, a first index 
indicative of an address for leading to a cluster including the 
I picture Start position and a Second indeX indicative of a 
byte Start address including the I picture Start position within 
that cluster can be recorded in the head of a leading Sector 
constituting each cluster. 
0234. Although in the above-described embodiments the 
information representative of the Start position of the I 
picture is recorded as an index, this invention is not limited 
to this, but it is also appropriate to use, for example, 
information representative of the Start position of a Sequence 
header. In this case, Since the reproduction is conducted 
from the Sequence header at the random access, it is possible 
to additionally cope with a stream in which an encoded data 
Video format varies dynamically. 
0235 AS many apparently widely different embodiments 
of this invention may be made without departing from the 
Spirit and Scope thereof, it is to be understood that the 
invention is not limited to the specific embodiments thereof 
except as defined in the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A recording and reproducing apparatus comprising: 

a reproduction unit detecting device for receiving a com 
pressed and encoded signal to detect a head of a 
reproduction unit of the received signal; 
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a recording and reproducing device for recording Said 
compressed and encoded signal on a predetermined 
record medium and further for reproducing the 
recorded Signal; 

a management information recording device for recording 
time information corresponding to Said head of Said 
reproduction unit and information on a Signal quantity 
in Said reproduction unit; and 

a reproduction control device for making a decision on a 
reproduction position of Said predetermined record 
medium in reproduction on the basis of Said time 
information and Said Signal quantity information 
recorded by Said management information recording 
device. 

2. A recording and reproducing apparatus according to 
claim 1, wherein Said management information recording 
device is made to record Said time information and Said 
Signal quantity information in an area different from an area 
of Said compressed and encoded signal. 

3. A recording and reproducing apparatus according to 
claim 1, wherein Said management information recording 
device is made to record Said time information and Signal 
quantity information on Said compressed and encoded signal 
in a multiplexed State. 

4. A recording and reproducing apparatus according to 
claim 1, wherein Said compressed and encoded signal is a 
Signal conforming to the MPEG System, and Said reproduc 
tion unit forms a GOP. 

5. A recording and reproducing apparatus according to 
claim 1, further comprising a decoding device for decoding 
one of Said compressed and encoded Signal and a signal 
reproduced by Said recording and reproducing device. 

6. A recording and reproducing apparatus according to 
claim 1, wherein Said compressed and encoded signal is a 
Signal conforming to the MPEG System, and Said recording 
and reproducing device is made to record a transport Stream, 
while Said management information recording device 
records, in addition to Said time information and Said Signal 
quantity information, at least one of a PID of Said transport 
stream to be recorded and a service ID. 

7. A recording and reproducing apparatus according to 
claim 1, wherein Said management information recording 
device is made to record Said time information and Said 
Signal quantity information at every program to be recorded 
by Said recording and reproducing device. 

8. A recording and reproducing apparatus according to 
claim 1, wherein Said compressed and encoded signal is a 
Signal conforming to the MPEG System, and Said time 
information corresponding to Said head of Said reproduction 
unit is at least one of a PCR value included in said com 
pressed signal, a STC value based on said PCR value, time 
measurement information for use in Signal processing, and 
a PTS and a DTS included in said compressed signal. 

9. A recording and reproducing apparatus according to 
claim 1, wherein Signal quantity information on Said repro 
duction unit is one of the number of packets, the number of 
bytes and the number of bits in Said reproduction unit and an 
encoded bit rate. 

10. A recording and reproducing apparatus according to 
claim 1, wherein Said recording and reproducing device is 
made to Start the recording from Said head of Said repro 
duction unit. 
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11. A recording and reproducing apparatus according to 
claim 1, wherein Said reproduction control device calculates 
a time information value of a shifting destination on the 
basis of a shift time in time shift reproduction to obtain time 
information corresponding to data being reproduced, and 
changes a reproduction position on Said predetermined 
record medium on the basis of a difference between the 
obtained time information and Said time information value 
of Said shifting destination. 

12. A recording and reproducing apparatus according to 
claim 1, further comprising a shift time displaying device for 
displaying a shift time in time shift reproduction by calcu 
lating a difference between time information obtained in 
recording on a program recorded by the recording and 
reproducing device and time information obtained at the 
display. 

13. A recording and reproducing apparatus according to 
claim 1, further comprising a shiftable time displaying 
device for, in time shift reproduction, obtaining a shiftable 
time to the future by calculating a difference between time 
information obtained in recording on a program recorded by 
the recording and reproducing device and time information 
obtained at the display and obtaining a shiftable time to the 
past by calculating a difference between the oldest time 
information of data of Said program and Said time informa 
tion obtained at the display to display said shiftable time to 
the future and said shiftable time to the past. 

14. A recording and reproducing apparatus according to 
claim 1, wherein Said reproduction control device calculates 
a shifting destination of data to be read out from Said record 
medium on the basis of information on a multiplier by which 
its reproduction-Speed increases accordingly, Said time 
information and Said Signal quantity information in Special 
reproduction. 

15. A recording and reproducing apparatus according to 
claim 5, wherein Said reproduction control device gives a 
Signal reproduced by Said recording and reproducing device 
to Said decoding device when a free Space exists in a buffer 
of Said decoding device. 

16. A recording and reproducing apparatus according to 
claim 1, wherein Said compressed and encoded signal is a 
Signal conforming to the MPEG System, and Said manage 
ment information recording device records a PCR value 
immediately before Said head of Said reproduction unit as 
Said time information and records a signal quantity between 
the PCR values immediately before said heads of said two 
reproduction units as Said Signal quantity information. 

17. A video data recording apparatus which records Video 
data on a disk in a State where Said Video data is divided into 
access units of Said disk, Said recording apparatus compris 
ing a recording device for conducting the recording in a State 
where an indeX for access to Said acceSS unit where specific 
Video data is recorded is given to each of Said access units. 

18. A video data recording method of recording Video data 
on a disk in a State where Said Video data is divided into 
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acceSS units of Said disk, comprising a step of conducting the 
recording in a State where an indeX for access to Said access 
unit where Specific video data is recorded is given to each of 
Said acceSS units. 

19. A video data recording method according to claim 17, 
wherein Said indeX is made to indicate a recording Start 
position of Said acceSS unit, where Said Specific video data 
is recorded, with one of an absolute address and a relative 
address. 

20. A video data recording method according to claim 17, 
wherein Said indeX is made to indicate a recording Start 
position of Said acceSS unit, where Said Specific video data 
is recorded and which exists before a given access unit in an 
absolute address order, with a relative address. 

21. A video data recording method according to claim 17, 
wherein Said acceSS unit includes a first access unit having 
a predetermined data quantity and Second acceSS units 
formed by dividing Said first access unit into a plurality of 
Sections, and Said indeX includes a first indeX for access to 
Said first acceSS unit and a Second indeX for access to Said 
Second access unit. 

22. A video data recording method according to any one 
of claims 18 to 21, wherein Said Video data is data com 
pressed and encoded according to the MPEG Standard, and 
Said Specific video data is data corresponding to one of an 
in-frame encoded image and a Sequence header. 

23. A video data reproducing method of reproducing 
Video data at an N-times Speed from a disk on which Said 
Video data is recorded in a state of being divided into access 
units and an indeX for access to Said acceSS unit where a 
Specific Video data exists is recorded in each of Said access 
units, comprising the Steps of 

reading out Said indeX from Said disk every predetermined 
number of access units Set in accordance with a mul 
tiplier (N) by which a reproduction speed increases 
accordingly, 

whenever Said indeX is read out, detecting a recorded 
position of Said acceSS unit, where Said Specific video 
data exists, on the basis of the read index; and 

reading out recorded data from Said access unit at the 
detected position. 

24. A video data reproducing method according to claim 
23, further comprising a step of, if Said access unit detected 
by Said indeX read out from a given access unit is identical 
to Said access unit detected on the basis of Said index of-Said 
acceSS unit read out before Said given access unit in the 
N-times Speed reproduction, outputting information indica 
tive of the fact that Said Video data is the same as previous 
data. 


